The higher order chain rule for Frechet and Hadamard differentiable mappings on topological linear spaces is proved and various formulae for (g°/)' n) (x) are given. Leibniz' theorem (in a very general form) is also proved.
Derivatives in linear spaces 349 is incorrect. Penot's formula has an omission in the coefficients. The formula of Averbuh and Smoljanov is correct and the most general. We derive several simpler formulae which arise in special cases. The higher order chain rule is used constantly in the theory of smoothness properties of topological linear spaces (Lloyd (1972 (Lloyd ( , 1973 (Lloyd ( ,1974 (Lloyd ( , 1975 ).
TLS denotes the class of all (Hausdorff) topological linear spaces over the real field R. Throughout E, F, G, E u • • •, E n , F u F 2 E TLS. TLS* denotes those topological linear spaces over R, which are separated by their dual. 0(E) denotes the class of all open subsets of E.
Certain classes of multilinear mappings arise naturally in the calculus in topological linear spaces and one must be careful to distinguish between them.
Z£H(Ei, 
£(E,, 2(E 2 ,-• -,£(E n ,F)-• •) is defined by induction. <£{E U F)
is the linear space of continuous linear maps from E, into F, given the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E t . Then, having defined
2(E 2 , • • ; 2(E m F) • • •), we define # ( £ " <g(E 2 , • • •, 2(£", F) • • •) to be the linear space of continuous linear maps from £ ! into £(E 2 , • • -,Z£{E n , F)-• •),
given the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E t .
We identify i?(£,,i?(£ 2 ,-• •,if (£",£)•••) (as a linear space) with the linear space i£(E u • • -, £ n ; F ) consisting of those n-linear maps u from £, x ••• x £" into F, which satisfy the following "continuity" condition:
Using this identification, we can transfer the topology on «$?(£,,-••, 5£(E n , F)---) over to i?(£i,-• -, £ n ; F ) . A basic O-neighbourhood in this topology on i?(£,, •••,£" ;F) is then a set of the form (B,,-• -,B n , W) = {u : u ( B , x ••• x B n )CW}, where the B, are bounded subsets of the £, and W is a O-neighbourhood in F. Note that 38 Ci?(£,,-• -, £ n ; F ) is bounded in this topology if and only if U u e a M(B,X ••• x B n ) is bounded in F, for each bounded B< in £ f (i = 1, 2, • • •, n).
• The composition mapping comp: (£,,-•-,£"; F) . Clearly comp has the property that given a bounded set 38 in J£(E,F) and a O-neighbourhood Wjn ££ (E,G) , there exists a O-neighbourhood V in i?(F, G) such that comp (38 xT)CW. This implies that comp maps bounded sets into bounded sets. Also comp is clearly separately continuous, and so,
comp G £B(&(E,F), £(F,G); &(E,G)) and compG 2(2(F,G), %{E,F)-2{E,G)).
Now consider ev.E x£"-»R, where £ is a non-quasi-barrelled locally convex space and E' is the strong dual of E. We show that ev£ ££{E,£';R). In fact, suppose the contrary. Let B be a bounded set in E'. Then, for each e >0, there exists a O-neighbourhood U in E such that \(x, y)| g e, whenever x G U and y G B. That is, B is equicontinuous, and so E is quasi-barrelled.
We emphasize that while comp G <£ (J£(F, G) 
Let o-denote a collection of bounded subsets of £, which includes all [4] Derivatives in linear spaces 351 single point subsets of E. Let / : U-* V, where U £ €(E) and V £ C(F). Then we say / is cr-differentiable at x £ t/ if there exists u £ ?£{E,F) such that r n ->O(f,,^O) and {h n }CB£cr imply r^1
The mapping u is then uniquely determined and is denoted by /'(*)• We say f'(x) is the a-derivative of fat x. If/'(x) exists for each x & U, then we can define a map / ' : [ / -» ££{E,F) by x -*f'{x). We say /' is the cr-derivative of / and / is cr-differentiable.
By induction, we define an n-times cr-differentiable map / : I/-» V as an (n -l)-times cr-differentiable map, whose (n -l)th cr-derivative is crdifferentiable. The nth cr-derivative is denoted by / <n) and is a map from U into <£ n {E,F).
When cr is the class of all bounded (resp. sequentially compact) subsets of E, the cr-derivative is called the Frechet (resp. Hadamard) derivative. PROPOSITION 
(Symmetry of the higher derivative). Let f:U-*V, where V £ 6(F) and F £ TLS*. Suppose f is n-times Hadamard differentiable at xGU. Then f ( "\x) is symmetric. Consequently, / ( "'(x)G S£H m (E,F).
PROOF. Lloyd (1973 ), p. 16, Penot (1973 , p. 7. It would be interesting to know if it is possible to prove that / < " ) (^)£ i£H n (E,F) without the assumption that F be separated by its dual. This is of some interest since there is one step in the proof of the higher order chain rule in which hypocontinuity seems to be essential. 
Leibniz' theorem
LEMMA 2.1. Let f: [/-> V be a-differentiable at x £ U. If t n^> 0 and {h n }CB £ cr, then {C -[/(x + t n h n )-f{x))} is bounded in F. PROOF. We know t~l -[f(x + t n h n )-f(x)]-f (x)-/i n -»0. Since {h n } is bounded, {f'(x)-h n } is
. Let U <= G(E) and u £ %B(F h F 2 ;G). Let f,:U-*F, be a-differentiable at x £ U (i = 1,2). Then f.U^G defined by /(y) = «(/i(y), fi{y)) is cr-differentiable at x and
PROOF. Certainly, since u is separately continuous, f'(x) is a continuous linear map from E into G. Let !"-»0 and {h n }CB EL cr. Then use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700021091 using the separate continuity of u, 2.1 and the fact that u maps bounded sets to bounded sets.
(E, F 2 )and h u -•-,h n E E. Then ujs well-defined and
PROOF. TO show «" is well-defined, we have to show that, in fact, Since a e f t ( £ , F , ) , there exists a 0-neighbourhood 1/ in E such that 
Similarly, if 38 is a bounded subset of i?,(£,F 2 ) and *% is a 0-neighbourhood in i? n (£,G), we can find a O-neighbourhood "W in ££ n (E,Fi) such that u^C^x 39)C°U. Thus u^ is hypocontinuous. 
233). Let u £ S£H(F U F 2 ; G) and U £ C(E). Letf t : U^>F t be n-times (T-difierentiable at x £ U (i = 1,2). Then f:U-^G defined by / ( y ) = u{fi(y),f 2 (y)) is n-times cr-differentiate at x and where the sum is over all partitions v of

\x)(h h ,--;K)).
PROOF. The proof is by induction. The case n = 1 is covered by Lemma 2.2. So suppose the theorem is true for some n. Let the f, be (n + l)-times or-differentiable at JC. By the induction hypothesis, / is n-times adifferentiable at each y £ U and This completes the proof of Leibniz' theorem. If it is known that the derivatives f[ k \x) and fi\x) are all symmetric, then we can write the formula more concisely (as J. P. Penot has pointed out to me):
where S n is the group of permutations on {1,2, ••-,«}.
In
particular, if h (n) denotes the n-tuple (h, •••, h), then
Next we give a counterexample to Abraham and Robbin's version of Leibniz' theorem. Let £ be a normed space. Put Z£{E)= if(£,E). Supose there exist h u h 2 E^ (E) such that h 2°h i / hi°h 2 . Consider / : £ ( £ )^i ? ( E ) defined by f(x) = x°x, where x G ${E). Now f(x)= M(/,(X),/ 2 (X)), where f\ = U = identity map on if(E) and u is the composition map from i?(E) x (Abraham and Robbin (1967) Note that Leibniz' theorem is no longer true (for n = 2) if we replace "M £ gH (F u F 2 ;G) " by "u G if(F,,F 2 ;G)". In fact, suppose wG i? (Fi,F 2 (E,G) defined by use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700021091
Se(E) into %{E) defined by u(x,y)=y°x. Let xG^(E). According to Abraham and Robbin's formula
Higher order chain rule
J.W.Lloyd .
[9]
Then w v is well-defined and This shows w v is well-defined. Clearly w,, is multilinear and maps bounded sets into bounded sets. So it remains to show that w,, is separately continuous. ,,-• -,B k ,W) eventually. H e n c e Wr (u u ---,u k v, u,, • • •, u This completes the proof of 3.2. Note that !£H k (F,G) 
and with k varying from 1 to n. In other words,
In particular,
where the s u m is over all (ordered) k -t u p l e s fi = (I,, • • -,l k ) of p o s i t i v e integers s u c h t h a t / , + • • • + l k = n a n d with k varying from 1 to n .
PROOF. The proof is by induction, the case n = 1 being well known with (g «/)'(* )=g'tt(* ))»/'(*)• So suppose the theorem is true for some n. Let / be (n + l)-times differentiable (Frechet or Hadamard) at x and g be (n + l)-times differentiable at f(x). Hence by the induction hypothesis, (g°f) ( "\y) exists for each y G U and Then a simple proof that the composite of n -times (Frechet or Hadamard) differentiable maps is n-times differentiable can be obtained by slightly modifying the standard argument in Dieudonne (1969) , Theorem 8.12.10. One can then obtain the formula for (g°ff"\x) by using the Leibniz formula to differentiate n-times the formula (g°f)'(x) = comp(/'0c),g'(/(*))).
Finally, we give a counterexample to Abraham and Robbin's version of the formula for (g°f) (n) (x) (Abraham and Robin (1967) Consider the map / : S£(E) -* j?(E) defined by f{x) = x °x. Put g = /. Then
g°f:£(E)->£(E)
is given by (g °/)(JC) = x °x °x °x. According to Abraham and Robbin's (1967) 
